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CLASSICAL DOLLS HOUSE QuickSt /e KIT INSTRUCTIONS

Unpack your kit and study the contents carefully, relating the parts to the contents list and 
drawings. In the unlikely event of there being a missing or broken part then please ring 0845 434-9201 I 
and our staff will ensure that the problem is dealt with promptly. 

We recommend that all Dolls House Emporium kits are dry built first. Please read through all the instructions 
carefully before commencing. If, at any stage you would like any advice or assistance, please ring us on 
0845 434 9202 and we will be pleased to answer any queries. 
It is not recommended to keep your dollsDlouse in a conservatory - due to the extremes of temperature. 

CLASSICAL DOLLS HOUSE �uickSty/e KIT PARTS not to scale

When requesting a missing or damaged part please prefix part number with 1034 
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End Walls 
A1, A2 

Base A3
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Door step 
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Large back panel 81 Upper mid floor C2

Small back panel 82 Lower mid floor C1

111 Medium Windows
� (x5 sets) W1

□ D □ L�n 

Large front pan.._el_F_1__. portico F14

Small Windows 
(x3 sets) W4

� 
Plastic porticos 

(x6) G1 OR 

Wooden porticos 
(x6) W2Small front panel F2

H 
Chimney stacks (x2) H2 Large flat column (x2} F12

Mid walls 
D1 (x2) 

Roof panels E1, E2

Door and Frames 
(1 set) and 

Architrave W3

Medium acetate sheets for 
windows (x10) F7 Small acetate 

sheets for windows (x6) Fa 

Half round columns F13

D 
Chimney Caps 

(x2) H3 

Chimney Pots (x4) H4

Curved Scotia 
for portico F15
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Curved 
Scotia F10
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Bag of bits containing: 
magnet and striking plate, 
screws, brass door knob, 

PVA glue. F18

Portico 
Brassed hinges (x4) H1 Cappings F16 Gap Stick F19

Stairways 
(x2) X1 
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